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Paper background: Conviva

Client software optimizes video distribution quality

Automatically adjusts bit rate & CDN server while 
user is watching stream

Methodology: Root Causing CDN (1/2) 

!   Viewers connected to same ASN but using two CDNs 

!   Intuition: if quality experienced by CDN 1 viewers is 

significantly lower than of CDN 2 viewers for same ASN, 

CDN 1 has quality issues 
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ISP 

CDN 2 
Peering 
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[Ion Stoica, IPTPS’10]



Paper background: Conviva

Internet delivery is more variable 

than realized… 

!   Content Delivery 

Networks all 
have problems 

sometime 

!   Even in the same 

viewer session 

the best quality 

changed many 

times during the 

event  
 CDN 1 was best 

 CDNs were even 

 CDN 2 was best 

[Ion Stoica, IPTPS’10]



Statistics: Kendall correlation

Given:

• set of “objects”
• Order1 = one way of assigning value or order to objects
• Order2 = another way

P = Sample two random objects; what is the chance 
that Order1 and Order2 agree on those objects?

Kendall correlation = P scaled to range [-1, 1]

• = Pr[agree] - Pr[disagree]
• = 2P - 1
• (assuming orderings give distinct rankings of all objects)



Kendall correlation examples

Objects a b c d

Metric 1

Metric 2

1.3 2.0 5.2 13.3

5 4 3 2

Correlation:
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Kendall correlation examples

Objects a b c d

Metric 1

Metric 2

1.3 2.0 5.2 13.3

5 4 7 20

Correlation:

2/3

Objects a b c d

Metric 1

Metric 2

1.3 2.0 5.2 13.3

5.6 -100 7 21

2/3



Results

[“Understanding the impact of video quality on user engagement”, 
Dobrian Awan, Joseph, Ganjam, Zhan, Sekar, Stoica, Zhang, 
SIGCOMM’11]

is small there is little time to recover when the bandwidth fluctu-
ates. Our analysis also shows that higher bitrates are more likely to
improve user engagement for live content. In contrast to live and
long VoD videos, for short videos RendQual exhibits correlation
similar to BufRatio. We also find that various metrics are not inde-
pendent. Finally, we explain some of the anomalous observations
from Section 3 in more depth.

4.1 Long VoD Content
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Figure 5: Distribution of the Kendall rank correlation coeffi-
cient between the quality metrics and play time for LvodA.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of the correlation coefficients for
the quality metrics for dataset LvodA. We include both absolute
value and signed values to measure the magnitude and the nature (
i.e., increasing or decreasing) of the correlation. We summarize the
median values for both datasets in Table 2. The results are consis-
tent across both datasets for the common quality metrics BufRatio,
JoinTime , and RendQual . Recall that the two datasets corre-
spond to two different content providers; these results confirm that
our observations are not unique to dataset LvodA.

The result shows that BufRatio has the strongest correlation
with PlayTime . Intuitively, we expect a higher BufRatio to de-
crease PlayTime (i.e., a negative correlation) and a higher RendQual
to increase PlayTime (i.e., a positive correlation). Figure 5(b) con-
firms this intuition regarding the nature of these relationships. We
notice that JoinTime has little impact on the play duration. Sur-
prisingly, AvgBitrate has very low correlation as well.

Next, we proceed to check if the univariate information gain
analysis corroborates or complements the correlation results in Fig-
ure 6. Interestingly, the relative order between RateBuf and BufRatio
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Figure 6: Distribution of the univariate gain between the qual-
ity metrics and play time, for dataset LvodA.

Quality metric Correlation coefficient
LvodB LvodA

JoinTime -0.17 -0.23
BufRatio -0.61 -0.67
RendQual 0.38 0.41

Table 2: Median values of the Kendall rank correlation coeffi-
cients for LvodA and LvodB . We do not show AvgBitrate and
RateBuf for LvodB because the player did not switch bitrates
or gather buffering event data. For the remaining metrics the
results are consistent with dataset LvodA.

is reversed compared to Figure 5. The reason (see Figure 7) is that
most of the probability mass is in the first bin (0-1% BufRatio)
and the entropy here is the same as the overall distribution. Conse-
quently, the information gain for BufRatio is low; RateBuf does
not suffer this problem (not shown) and has higher information
gain. We also see that AvgBitrate has high information gain even
though its correlation was very low. We revisit this observation in
Section 4.1.1.
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Figure 7: Visualizing why buffering ratio does not result in a
high information gain even though it is correlated.

So far we have looked at each quality metric in isolation. A
natural question is: Does combining two metrics provide more
insights? For example, BufRatio and RendQual may be corre-
lated with each other. In this case knowing that both correlate with
PlayTime does not add new information. To evaluate this, we
show the distribution of the bivariate relative information gain in
Figure 8. For clarity, rather than showing all pairwise combina-
tions, for each metric we include the bivariate combination with
the highest relative information gain. For all metrics, the combina-
tion with the AvgBitrate provides the highest bivariate information
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gain. Also, even though BufRatio, RateBuf , and RendQual had
strong correlations in Figure 5(a), their combinations do not add
much new information because they are inherently correlated.
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Figure 8: Distribution of the best bivariate relative information
gains for LvodA

4.1.1 Strange behavior in AvgBitrate

Between Figures 5 and 6, we notice that AvgBitrate is the met-
ric with the weakest correlation but the second highest information
gain. This observation is related to Figure 3 from Section 3. The
relationship between PlayTime and AvgBitrate is not monotone;
it shows a peak between the 800-1000 Kbps, is low on either side
of this region, and increases slightly at the highest rate. Because
of this non-monotone relationship, the correlation is low. However,
knowing the value of AvgBitrate allows us predict the PlayTime;
there is a non-trivial information gain.

Now this explains why the information gain is high and the cor-
relation is low, but does not tell us why the PlayTime is low for
the 1000-1600 Kbps band. The reason is that the values of bitrates
in this range correspond to clients having to switch bitrates be-
cause of buffering induced by poor network conditions. Thus, the
PlayTime is low here mostly as a consequence of buffering, which
we already observed to be the most critical factor. This also points
out the need for robust bitrate selection and adaptation algorithms.

4.2 Live Content
Figure 9 shows the distribution of the correlation coefficients for

dataset LiveA. The median values for the two datasets are sum-
marized in Table 3. We notice one key difference with respect to
the LvodA results: AvgBitrate is more strongly correlated for live
content. Similar to dataset LvodA, BufRatio is strongly corre-
lated, while JoinTime is weakly correlated.

Quality metric Correlation coefficient
LiveB LiveA

JoinTime -0.49 -0.36
BufRatio -0.81 -0.67
RendQual -0.16 -0.09

Table 3: Median values of the Kendall rank correlation coeffi-
cients for LiveA and LiveB . We do not show AvgBitrate and
RateBuf because they do not apply to LiveB . For the remain-
ing metrics the results are consistent with dataset LiveA.

For both long VoD and live content, BufRatio is a critical met-
ric. Interestingly, for live, we see that RateBuf has a much stronger
negative correlation with PlayTime . This suggests that the Live
users are more sensitive to each buffering event compared to the
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Figure 9: Distribution of the Kendall rank correlation coeffi-
cient between the quality metrics and play time for LiveA.

Long VoD audience. Investigating this further, we find that the
average buffering duration is much smaller for long VoD (3 sec-
onds), compared to live (7s), i.e., each buffering event in the case
of live content is more disruptive. Because the buffer sizes in long
VoD are larger, the system fares better in face of fluctuations in
link bandwidth. Furthermore, the system can be more proactive
in predicting buffering and hence preventing it by switching to an-
other server, or switching bitrates. Consequently, there are fewer
and shorter buffering events for long VoD. For live, on the other
hand, the buffer is shorter, to ensure that the stream is current. As
a result, the system is less able to proactively predict throughput
fluctuations, which increases both the number and the duration of
buffering events. Figure 10 further confirms that AvgBitrate is a
critical metric and that JoinTime is less critical for Live content.
The bivariate results (not shown for brevity) mimic the same effects
from Figure 8, where the combination with AvgBitrate provides
the best information gains.

4.2.1 Why is RendQual negatively correlated?
We noticed an anomalous behavior for PlayTime vs. RendQual

for live content in Figure 4(d). The previous results from both
LiveA and LiveB datasets further confirm that this is not an anomaly
specific to the video shown earlier, but a more pervasive phenomenon
in live content.

To illustrate why this negative correlation arises, we focus on the
relationship between the RendQual and PlayTime for a particular
live video in Figure 11. We see a surprisingly large fraction of
viewers with low rendering quality and high play time. Further, the
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Correlation vs. causation

Bad rendering correlated with longer play time!?

is small there is little time to recover when the bandwidth fluctu-
ates. Our analysis also shows that higher bitrates are more likely to
improve user engagement for live content. In contrast to live and
long VoD videos, for short videos RendQual exhibits correlation
similar to BufRatio. We also find that various metrics are not inde-
pendent. Finally, we explain some of the anomalous observations
from Section 3 in more depth.

4.1 Long VoD Content
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Figure 5: Distribution of the Kendall rank correlation coeffi-
cient between the quality metrics and play time for LvodA.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of the correlation coefficients for
the quality metrics for dataset LvodA. We include both absolute
value and signed values to measure the magnitude and the nature (
i.e., increasing or decreasing) of the correlation. We summarize the
median values for both datasets in Table 2. The results are consis-
tent across both datasets for the common quality metrics BufRatio,
JoinTime , and RendQual . Recall that the two datasets corre-
spond to two different content providers; these results confirm that
our observations are not unique to dataset LvodA.

The result shows that BufRatio has the strongest correlation
with PlayTime . Intuitively, we expect a higher BufRatio to de-
crease PlayTime (i.e., a negative correlation) and a higher RendQual
to increase PlayTime (i.e., a positive correlation). Figure 5(b) con-
firms this intuition regarding the nature of these relationships. We
notice that JoinTime has little impact on the play duration. Sur-
prisingly, AvgBitrate has very low correlation as well.

Next, we proceed to check if the univariate information gain
analysis corroborates or complements the correlation results in Fig-
ure 6. Interestingly, the relative order between RateBuf and BufRatio
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Figure 6: Distribution of the univariate gain between the qual-
ity metrics and play time, for dataset LvodA.

Quality metric Correlation coefficient
LvodB LvodA

JoinTime -0.17 -0.23
BufRatio -0.61 -0.67
RendQual 0.38 0.41

Table 2: Median values of the Kendall rank correlation coeffi-
cients for LvodA and LvodB . We do not show AvgBitrate and
RateBuf for LvodB because the player did not switch bitrates
or gather buffering event data. For the remaining metrics the
results are consistent with dataset LvodA.

is reversed compared to Figure 5. The reason (see Figure 7) is that
most of the probability mass is in the first bin (0-1% BufRatio)
and the entropy here is the same as the overall distribution. Conse-
quently, the information gain for BufRatio is low; RateBuf does
not suffer this problem (not shown) and has higher information
gain. We also see that AvgBitrate has high information gain even
though its correlation was very low. We revisit this observation in
Section 4.1.1.
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Figure 7: Visualizing why buffering ratio does not result in a
high information gain even though it is correlated.

So far we have looked at each quality metric in isolation. A
natural question is: Does combining two metrics provide more
insights? For example, BufRatio and RendQual may be corre-
lated with each other. In this case knowing that both correlate with
PlayTime does not add new information. To evaluate this, we
show the distribution of the bivariate relative information gain in
Figure 8. For clarity, rather than showing all pairwise combina-
tions, for each metric we include the bivariate combination with
the highest relative information gain. For all metrics, the combina-
tion with the AvgBitrate provides the highest bivariate information
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Figure 10: Distribution of the univariate gain between the qual-
ity metrics and play time for LiveA.

BufRatio values for these users is also very low. In other words,
these users have no network issues, but see a drop in RendQual ,
but continue to watch the video for a long duration despite this poor
frame rate.
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Figure 11: Scatter plot between the play time and rendering
quality. Notice that there are a lot of points where the rendering
quality is very low but the play time is very high.

We speculate that this counter-intuitive negative correlation be-
tween RendQual and PlayTime arises out of a combination of
two effects. The first effect has to do with user behavior. Unlike
long VoD viewers (e.g., TV episodes), live video viewers are also
likely to run the video player in background (e.g., listening to the
sports commentary). In such situations the browser is either mini-
mized or the player is in a hidden browser tab. The second effect is
an optimization by the player to reduce the CPU consumption when
the video is being played in the background. In these cases, the
player decreases the frame rendering rate to reduce CPU use. We
replicated the above scenarios–minimizing the browser or playing
a video in a background window–in a controlled setup and found
that the player indeed drops the RendQual to 20% (e.g., rendering
6-7 out of 30 frames per second). Curiously, the PlayTime peak in
Figure 4(d) also occurs at a 20% RendQual . These controlled ex-
periments confirm our hypothesis that the anomalous relationship
is in fact due to these player optimizations for users playing the
video in the background.

4.2.2 Case study with high impact events
A particular concern for live content providers is whether the

observations from typical events can be applied to high impact
events [22]. To address this concern, we consider the LiveH dataset.

Because the data collected during the corresponding period of
time does not provide the RendQual and RateBuf , we only fo-
cus on BufRatio and AvgBitrate , which we observed as the most
critical metrics for live content in the previous discussion. Fig-
ures 12(a) and 12(b) show that the trends and correlation coeffi-
cients for LiveH1 match closely with the results for datasets LiveA
and LiveB . We also confirmed that the values for LiveH2 and
LiveH3 are almost identical to LiveH1 ; we do not show these for
brevity. These results, though preliminary, suggest that our obser-
vations apply to such singular events as well.
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Figure 12: Impact of two quality metrics for LiveH1 , one of the
three final games from the 2010 FIFA World Cup. A linear data
fit is shown over the 0-10% subrange of BufRatio. The results
for LiveH2 and LiveH3 are almost identical and not shown for
brevity.

With respect to the average bitrate, the play time peaks around
a bitrate of 1.2 Mbps. Beyond that value, however, the engage-
ment decreases. The reason for this behavior is similar to the previ-
ous observation in Section 4.1.1. Most end-users (e.g., DSL, cable
broadband users) cannot sustain such a high bandwidth stream. As
a consequence, the player encounters buffering and also switches to
a lower bitrate midstream. As we already saw, buffering adversely
impacts the user experience.

Quality metric Correlation coefficient
SvodB SvodA

JoinTime 0.06 0.12
BufRatio -0.53 -0.38
RendQual 0.34 0.33

Table 4: Median values of the Kendall rank correlation coeffi-
cients for SvodA and SvodB . We do not show AvgBitrate and
RateBuf because the player did not switch bitrates and did not
gather buffering event data. The results are consistent with
SvodA.

4.3 Short VoD Content
Finally, we consider the short VoD category. For both datasets

SvodA and SvodB the player uses a discrete set of 2-3 bitrates
(without switching) and was not instrumented to gather buffering
event data. Thus, we do not show the AvgBitrate (it is meaningless
to compute the correlation on 2 points) and RateBuf . Figure 13
shows the distribution of the correlation coefficients for SvodA and
Table 4 summarizes the median values for both datasets.

We notice similarities between long and short VoD: BufRatio
and RendQual are the most critical metrics that impact PlayTime .
Further, BufRatio and RendQual are themselves strongly corre-
lated (not shown). As before, JoinTime is weakly correlated. For
brevity, we do not show the univariate/bivariate information gain
results for short VoD because they mirror the results from the cor-
relation analysis.
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Questions

What would you study, given their data?

How could one use the insights of this paper to 
design better content distribution?



Announcements

Thursday

• Barath Raghavan, ICSI: “Networking in the Long 
Emergency”
• Location: 3403 SC

Next week: project presentations

• Random day and order assignment; will email tonight
• 5 minute presentation, 5 minute questions
- What problem are you solving?
- Why has past work not addressed the problem?
- What is your approach for solving it?
- What are your preliminary results & progress?


